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The change we need

From: reactive urgency

(the deer in headlights)

To: responsive, scalable and proactive 

(the general)



Linear solutions will not 

meet the emerging 

(and exponential) needs 

of our communities. Needs

gap



“Digital government” is evolving

Early digital government

reacting to change;

fringe digital teams;

digital service delivery channels;

process automation;

using tech on people;

Centralised & closed delivery;

measuring success financially;

some emerging technologies & trends, concerns 

about future;

directed staff.

Evolved digital government

embracing social/tech changes;

distributed capability across sector;

Gov as a platform (APIs, etc);

design led services & system;

co-designing with communities;

Distributed & open delivery;

measuring outcomes holistically;

ambitious, optimistic, inclusive agenda to co-design 

better futures;

empowered staff.



Transformation in Government

Our work is to help public sectors transition to 

being fit for purpose in the twenty-first 

century: responsive, agile, proactive, values-

led.

It is a change journey where we need to 

reimagine, explore, map out, demonstrate, 

measure, guide and build the foundations for 

change across all functions of government.



Iteration is an “improvement”. 

Transformation is systemic & normalised.  

Innovation is changing how you do things.  

Innovation is the means to transforming.

Scaling innovation and transformation article by Pia

A systemic transformation methodology developed

http://pipka.org/2018/04/22/exploring-change-and-how-to-scale-it/


Iteration = faster, better, cheaper, more, less.  

Unilateral value. 

Change is measured in degrees. 

Transformation = solved problem, systemic 

solution. 

Multilateral value.  

Change is measured in factors.



Iterations 

Faster horses 

Faster cars 

PDFs online 

Sharing data 

Better website/app 

Better silos 

Legislation as XML 

New coffee blend

Transformations 

Cars 

Portals 

User centred application 

Verifiable claims 

Personal AI driven services 

Gov as a platform 

Legislation as code 

Space food



Pia’s 

“eye of Sauron” 

for planning & 

expectations 

management 

FV gives authority,  

LV gives credibility



Do your teams and 

staff feel safe, 

supported, valued?

They need:

Time / space

Permission to try

Strong culture

Encouragement

Minimise “urgent”



Attribution to Matthew Willis, ‘construction pit’, CC-BY-NC-ND at https://flickr.com/photos/ukalipt/378747583/

We all need sandpits to safely play

https://flickr.com/photos/ukalipt/378747583/


Attribution: Dubwise Version “VISION” CC BY NC ND 2.0

Servant Leadership 

is critical to 

empower and 

enable your staff. 

The best way to scale your 

impact is to increase the 

impact of all your people.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dubwise_version/5094906970/


Openness enables 

transformation 

Peer review & open development 

Building on the shoulders of giants 

Systemic nudging & collaboration 

Enables external channels 

(3rd parties, personal AIs) 

Algorithmic transparency 

Trust infrastructure 

Participatory governance? 

Tap external expertise/experience



Attribution: City of Boston Archives “Dover Street Station” CC BY SA 2.0

Government as a 

platform/enabler. 

Public digital infrastructure 

built upon by natural 

motivation, a way to meet 

rising complexity.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cityofbostonarchives/16030135955/

